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Abstract
This paper looks at a public contest over Qur’anic interpretation
that accompanied the emergence of Nigerian reformist activism
in the late 1970s. This contest was staged on national radio at
regular intervals during the months of Ramadan over several
years. The events allowed a public negotiation of the issues
involved by the then polarizing fracture between ‘Sufi’ and ‘anti-
Sufi’ Nigerian Muslims. In addition to the demands of the familiar
doctrinal polemic register, the religious scholars who participated
in these programs were thrown into a new, challenging arena.
The paper focuses separately on the three major protagonists
involved at different stages as ‘Radio Kaduna exegetes’ (Shaykh
Abu Bakr Gumi, Shaykh ‘Umar Sanda, Shaykh Tahir Bauchi),
outlines their scholarly careers, their doctrinal inclination and
their favored themes. It concludes by highlighting how the success
of the Radio Kaduna tafsir contest rested on the degree to which
it staged critical cultural negotiations that engaged the society in
a variety of ways.
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Introduction
Extensive and well-documented research has already been produced on
the Islamic reformist movement in Nigeria as well as on the trajectory of
its champion Shaykh Abu Bakr Gumi, and on the wider social and
intellectual divide between ‘Sufis’ and ‘anti-Sufis’ in Nigeria.2  Abu Bakr
Gumi can be considered as a prototypical promoter of a ‘generic’, first-
stage religious reform in an Islamic context. As in the case of the early
Egyptian reformers of the late 19th century, the ‘modernist’ and the
‘fundamentalist’, the ‘rationalist’ and the ‘romantic’, components of
Gumi’s critique to traditional religion and society are still inextricably
linked in his discourse and practice of reform. For this reason, any
essentialist definition labelling him as, for instance, a ‘Wahhabi’, a ‘Salafi’,
or a ‘modernist’ reformer, would be ultimately misleading.

1
This is a revised version of a paper presented in June 2005 at the AEGIS
European Conference of African Studies (SOAS, London). It is based on a
PhD research at the University of Naples L’Orientale, tutored by Prof.
Alessandro Triulzi. I am very grateful to Roman Loimeier (Zentrum
Moderner Orient, Berlin) for his many comments and encouragement. My
special gratitude goes to the late Shaykh Umar Sanda (d. 2004), to Shaykh
Tahir Bauchi, and to Malam Sanusi Gumbi (the latter being one of the
closest disciples of the late Shaykh Abu Bakr Gumi), who have cooperated
with several interviews in reconstructing the different phases of the three
exegeses. I also wish to acknowledge the indispensable assistance of Malam
Bashir Buhari (Kano) for his comments, Abba Musa Ibrahim (Kano) for his
generous and friendly hospitality, Dr. Mustafa Mohammed Gwadabe and
Salisu Bala (both Ahmadu Bello University Zaria and Arewa House Kaduna)
for their critical information.

2
See especially Muhammad Sani Umar, ‘Changing Islamic identities in Nigeria
from the 1960s to the 1970s: from Sufism to anti-Sufism’, in Louis Brenner
(ed.), Muslim Identity and Social Change in Sub-Saharan Africa, pp. 154-
178 (London: Hurst, 1993); Roman Loimeier, Islamic Reform and Political
Change in Northern Nigeria (Evanston: Northwestern University Press,
1997); Roman Loimeier, ‘Islamic Reform and Political Change in Northern
Nigeria: The Example of Abubakar Gumi and the Yan izala Movement in
Northern Nigeria’, in David Westerlund and Eva E. Rosander (eds.), African
Islam and Islam in Africa: Encounters between Sufis and Islamists, pp.
286-307 (London: Hurst, 1997); Ousmane Kane, Muslim Modernity in post-
Colonial Nigeria: a Study of the Society for the Removal of Heresy and the
Reinstatement of Tradition (Leiden: Brill, 2003).
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Extant research has already pointed to the importance of Abu Bakr
Gumi’s tafs¥r (Qur’an exegesis) on a state-sponsored radio station in
Kaduna in 1967, 3  but no close investigation of his role as an oral exegete
and of the way traditional >ulamŒ< responded on the media to the many
challenges of Gumi’s tafs¥r has yet been made. During the 1970s, it was
mainly through this tafs¥r which was broadcast yearly during the month
of Ramadan that Gumi consolidated his position in the Nigerian scholarly
arena as the major opponent of the Tijaniyya and the Qadiriyya, whose
followers accounted, after their popularisation since the second half of
the century, for the vast majority of Northern Nigerian Muslims.4

Abu Bakr Gumi – as will be seen later - was neither the first nor the
sole Nigerian Muslim scholar to engage in the radio. It is certainly true,
however, that he was able to do so more effectively and vigorously than
any of his opponents. From 1967 to 1977, he was virtually the only
Northern Muslim scholar to occupy with regularity and continuity a
space in the media. As a result, his tafs¥r had a revolutionary impact in
the Nigerian religious arena. It was the avenue through which the
reformist approach to the Qur’an, with its characteristic combination of
a textualist interpretative rigidity, a strong concern about identity and
authenticity, and an optimistic determination to draw on a ‘liberated,’

3
See R. Loimeier, Islamic Reform and Political Change, p. 163 and 225; M.
S. Umar, ‘Changing Islamic Identities’, p. 163. The radio was called RKTV
(Radio Television Kaduna). Established in 1962 by the Northern Region
Premier Ahmadu Bello (d. 1966), it was administered by the Broadcasting
Company of Northern Nigeria (BCNN), under the control of the Northern
Government. It was the most prominent station in the North and was aired
nation wide. In 1976 it was taken over by the Federal Government and re-
named accordingly as FRCN (Federal Radio Corporation of Nigeria). It is
popularly known simply as Rediyon Kaduna.

4
The epicentre of this revival of the Sufi ‹ariqas in Nigeria was Kano, and its
leading figures were respectively the Senegalese Shaykh Ibrahim Nyass (d.
1975) and his Kano followers for the Tijaniyya and the Kano-based Shaykh
Nasiru Kabara (d. 1996) for the Qadiriyya.
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unmediated reading of the Qur’an as a means to promote social change,
gradually penetrated the Nigerian public, initially and more dominantly,
its modern-educated sectors.

Notwithstanding the significance of Abu Bakr Gumi’s trajectory and
the social influence of his scholarly enterprise, the singularity of his
case should not be overemphasized. The arena of Northern Nigerian
Islam in the second half of the twentieth century was a very diverse and
dynamic one, inherently receptive to public negotiations of all kind.
Only by acknowledging the participation of the scholars who opposed
Gumi on the public arena and their own ways of re-framing Qur’anic
exegesis can one make sense of the stakes of Nigerian tafs¥r during a
time of transition and overall negotiation of cultural paradigms.

At the beginning, the potential of Abu Bakr Gumi’s tafs¥r was probably
underestimated by his adversaries. However, in 1977, as a consequence
of some of his most clear-cut accusations of kufr (unbelief) pronounced
against the followers of the Sufi orders, the latter resolved to officially
enter into the media arena, acting as defenders of Sufism rather than as
concerned Muslims teaching ordinary Muslim practice. From then on, a
tafs¥r of Sufi orientation has been regularly hosted each year, during the
month of Ramadan, by the same radio station, alongside that of Gumi.
Two scholars, Shaykh Tahir Uthman Bauchi and Shaykh Umar Sanda
Idris, both stemming from the ranks of the Tijaniyya brotherhood,
broadcast programmes of radio tafs¥r that were designed to counteract
Gumi’s.

The individual careers of the three scholars involved were shaped
in relation to the new public space opened by the radio tafs¥r and to its
many challenges and pressures. Their public images as Muslim scholars
in the radio arena were constructed in a time when, in the wider social
space, a process of deconstruction of age-long ties between the
intellectual/religious classes and society was taking place due to the
crisis of Qur’anic education triggered by modernization and inflated by
the 1976 Universal Primary Education (UPE) program. While the crisis of
traditional scholarship was generally felt among the >ulamŒ< as a crucial
loss, it also meant for our scholars a determination and an incentive to
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work out something new. While Gumi was trying to exploit the wind of
change by constructing a religious discourse which would anticipate
and feed the shift of Muslim public opinion towards a rationalistic,
systematic reading of religion, his opponents tried to adapt older religious
discourses to new ‘rules of the game’, and were pushed to shape a sort
of self-consciously ‘traditional’ identity.

At a certain point, the radio showed to be more adept to the
requirements of a simplified, direct, and non-esoteric religious discourse
as the one put forward by Abu Bakr Gumi. It thus became an extraordinary
tool allowing a quick diffusion of the reformist credo. In the long run,
however, the radio will prove to offer a much more open arena, and to
push the religious discourse to experiment different solutions to satisfy
the tastes of a variegated audience.5

The discussion presented here is based on samples of tapes by
three authors whose tafs¥r was broadcast by Radio Kaduna (Shaykh
Abu Bakr Gumi and his two main antagonists, Shaykh Umar Sanda and
Shaykh Tahir Bauchi). The tapes have been purchased from suppliers of
religious cassettes in Kano markets, or recorded from private copies
owned by the authors during fieldwork. Some interviews with the
authors, and/or with selected disciples or common followers and
listeners, complete the material upon which this discussion is based.
The paper will not enter into a description of these tafs¥rs considered as
scholarly pieces in their own right (though in most cases they can be
considered as such).6  Rather, it will try to underscore some selected
symbolic significances the performances took on within a common
historical context, in relation to their audiences.
5

A similar pattern of an earlier, compact and apparently vigorous reformist-
oriented drive, followed by a later, slower but stable wave of traditional-
oriented scholars may be taking place, today, in the global arena of satellite
Islamic TV channels, where Sufi preachers, hitherto almost absent from
that arena, are becoming increasingly popular, as the Yemenite shaykh Habib
‘Ali al-Jifri who performs regularly on the Iqra’ channel. In this case,
however, the process has been occurring without any remarkable
confrontation, by the simple, gradual draining of the reformist themes and
the public demand for a deeper understanding of religion.

6
A wider discussion about them is provided in Andrea Brigaglia, ‘Testo,
tradizione e conflitto esegetico: gli ‘ulama’ contemporanei e gli sviluppi
dell’esegesi coranica nella società Nord-Nigeriana’ (Tesi di Dottorato,
Università degli Studi di Napoli ‘L’Orientale’, 2005), pp. 245-376.
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Background to the Radio Kaduna affair
Public Tafs¥r and bodies of Islamic knowledge
Umar Sanda and Tahir Bauchi’s scholarly formation had taken place
within the Fayèa Tijaniyya network which had formed between the 1940s
and the 1950s, and included (Tijani Uthman, Shehu Mai Hula, Abu Bakr
Atiq, Umar Falke and Sani Kafanga. This group of religious scholars
was characterized by a common affiliation to the Tijaniyya Sufi ‹ar¥qa, a
dynamic understanding of Maliki jurisprudence (fiqh), and the common
acceptance of the overall spiritual leadership of the Senegalese Shaykh
Ibrahim Nyass.7

The Fayèa Tijaniyya network was especially active in Kano, and
public Ramadan tafsir was central in shaping its common scholarly
identity. For the Fayèa Tijaniyya malams (scholars), tafs¥r was the
conceptual and pedagogical space where the different disciplines of the
traditional curriculum (grammar, law, theology, mysticism) were merged
into a new synthesis, allowing a more dynamic understanding of Maliki
legal practices and a renewed emphasis on Sufism. From a ‘technical’
point of view, the Fayèa Tijaniyya malams are also reported to have
introduced some innovations in the field, such as performing the Ramadan
tafsir sessions in the streets of the birni (old walled town), outside of
mosques or zaures (private vestibule of the scholars’ household, where
sessions of religious study used to take place), in order to allow a wider
audience to take part in the gathering. In particular, Shaykh Tijani
Uthman’s (d. 1970) tafs¥r was extremely popular during the 1950s and
1960s. Tijani Uthman is said to have been the first to use a loudspeaker
and to place his chair upon a small wooden platform in order to ensure
his voice was heard and his figure seen from a distance.8  In short Tafs¥r

7
See John Paden, Religion and Political Culture in Kano, (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1973); Mervyn Hiskett, ‘The Community of Grace and
its Opponents, the ‘Rejecters’: a Debate about Theology and Mysticism in
Muslim West African with Special Reference to its Hausa Expression’,
African Language Studies, 17, 1980, 99-140; Andrea Brigaglia, ‘The Fayda
Tijaniyya of Ibrahim Nyass: genesis and Implications of a Sufi Doctrine’,
Islam et Sociétés au Sud du Sahara, 14-15, 2000/2001, pp. 41-56.

8
Malam Bashir Buhari, interview (Kano, July 2002).
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was becoming increasingly relevant in the public life of the Northern
Nigerian urban centres, and a group of Kano Tijani malams was the first to
promote this change.9

The ‘democratisation’ of Muslim religious culture produced by the
efforts of the Kano Tijani malams (religious scholars) in the field of public
Ramadan tafs¥r had certain political implications - as shown by the
obstructions Tijanis faced by the Qadiri-oriented Sokoto aristocracy, and
by the alignment of some sectors of Tijani malams with Aminu Kano’s
opposition party, the NEPU (Northern Elements Progressive Union). By
and large, however, the tafs¥r of the Fayèa Tijaniyya malams did not directly
concern itself with political issues. Rather, its emphasis was on ordinary
Muslim practice, grammar and law, and also on metaphysics, cosmology,
devotion to the Prophet and other themes generally cherished by Sufis.

On the whole, the tafs¥r by Tijani Uthman and his partners in the Fayèa
Tijaniyya network, aimed at restoring the links between the malamic class
and society, and reinforcing the relevance of traditional religious
scholarship. Some years later Abu Bakr Gumi, on the contrary by upholding
a reform which conflicted with some of the theoretical and practical
foundations of the malamic religious culture (Ash‘arism; ‹ar ¥qa
membership; esoteric knowledge; certain tenets of Maliki legal practice),
would contribute significantly with his tafs¥r in pushing forward the
communication gap between the local scholarly networks and the wider
society.

9
John Paden points also to another category of tafs¥r: that of Kano social and
religious reformers. Early ‘leftist’ political thinkers such as Aminu Kano, ‘Isa
Wali, Sa‘adu Zungur, all used to perform public tafs¥r sessions. The tafs¥r
performed by this first generation of Nigerian Muslim reformers who were at
the same time involved in a political project with a nationalist inclination, was
aimed at creating the religious/cultural basis for boosting political participation
amongst the commoners (talakawa). Performing public tafs¥r for Aminu Kano
and his group of fellow Muslim scholars and reformers/politicians would
open a way to spread the idea of belonging to a community of equals. Though
these authors possessed a solid background in the traditional religious
disciplines, their tafs¥r was much more intrinsically political than any other
style of traditional exegesis, and featured certain distinctive concerns in the
way it tried to re-work the concept of Umma in the frame of a supra religious
Nigerian national community. The scope of this tafs¥r was different from the
one popularized by the Fayèa Tijaniyya network, though the two groups at
some points overlapped.
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Islamic associations and educational change
Abu Bakr Gumi, Umar Sanda and Tahir Bauchi were all at some point of
their careers linked, in one way or the other, to one of two competing
movements/associations (JamŒ>at >IzŒlat al-bid>a the first, and FityŒn
al-Islam the second and the third), both engaged, with different agendas,
in the promotion of a religious change which would accompany the
Northern Nigerian modernization process. FityŒn al-IslŒm had been
established in 1963 by the Fayèa Tijani malams.10  Through it, they tried
to rally a younger generation of scholars and teachers in coordination
with the old malamic class, to mediate the complex transition which was
taking place towards a modern educational system.

When, in 1976, the Obasanjo Government launched the Universal
Primary Education (UPE) program, FityŒn systematically engaged in the
opening and the promotion of Islamiyya schools, the modern schools
which integrated modern (ta tsari, ‘systemic’) education with religious
subjects. In the summer of 1976, which preceded the first educational
year under the UPE, hundreds of primary Islamiyya schools were opened
in all the Northern States, more often under the initiative of FityŒn local
branches11 , than under the initiative of the Jama‘at Nasr al-Islam (JNI),
the ‘official’ organization representative of Muslim interests. FityŒn
schools were often run by senior pupils of leading ‹ar¥qa malams. They
represented an attempt towards promoting a ‘soft’ change in educational
standards. They encouraged a change in the location (from the malams’
vestibules to apposite buildings) and techniques (formalized curricula
and yearly programs) of education, but drew on the traditional textbooks,

1 0
Fityan al-Islam was formally open to Muslims of all tendencies, and indeed
some Qadiri malams were involved in its activities. Most positions of
responsibilities in the movement, however, were occupied by Tijanis (R.
Loimeier, ‘Islamic Reform and Political Change’, pp. 48-50), usually linked
to some major families of Kano (the Salga, for instance). The Tijani
preferential link with the Fityan constituted its strength in the 1960s and
early 1970s, when the movement was sustained by the exceptional dynamism
of the Tijani network, but will also cause its breakdown later, when it
would be hijacked by the game of succession disputes between competing
offshoots of the same families.

1 1
Gaskiya ta fi Kwabo: 6.8.1976, 13.8.1976, 17.8.1976, 20.8.1976, 10.9.1976,
etc.
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and tried to maintain instruction under the supervision of the malamic
families. By 1978, FityŒn had succeeded in establishing 421 Islamiyya
schools.12

Gumi’s decision to patronize the founding of an Islamic association
(>IzŒla), and the movement’s efforts in the field of modernized Islamic
education, has often been considered as an entirely innovative and
original move in the Nigerian Islamic arena. However, if one takes into
account the influence FityŒn had already reached at the time, the
foundation of >IzŒla may also be interpreted as a move to counteract the
influence of the rival movement, and as an attempt to challenge it on the
arena of the social and cultural transition towards modernity.13  Compared
to FityŒn, >IzŒla was based on a different set of ideological premises. It
was immediately accused by its opponents of a Wahhabi agenda. Not all
its leadership actually endorsed Wahhabi theological tenets, but the
movement certainly was opposed to Sufism, and had a link with Wahhabi
international networks, then on the rise all over the Muslim world.

>IzŒla formed a very dynamic militant base, made up by highly
motivated youths, which started an aggressive campaign to ensure the
control of Friday mosques in the country. During the month of Ramadan,
the activities of >IzŒla militants were sustained ideologically and
emotionally by Gumi’s popular radio programme of tafs¥r. In the 1970s,
the focus of Gumi’s tafs¥r increasingly became the critique of the existing
social and religious arrangement of Nigeria, and of the role of traditional
malams therein. At the same time, the base of >IzŒla undertook enormous
efforts to create an educational network of Islamiyya schools of its own.
Facilitated by its independence from the traditional circles, by the rooting
of its elite (modern educated sectors of the society) in bureaucratic/
administrative milieus, and by Gumi’s influential position as a mediator

1 2
Gaskiya ta fi Kwabo: 10.7.1978.

1 3
See R. Loimeier, ‘Islamic Reform and Political Change’ for an analysis of
the Nigerian reformist movement in the framework of changing political
institutions in the post-Bello era, and Ousmane Kane, Muslim Modernity in
post-Colonial Nigeria, for an analysis of the Nigerian reformist movement
in the framework of changing social relations in urban Northern Nigeria in
the wake of the oil-related economic boom of the early 1970s and the
following crisis.
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of funds from the Gulf States, >IzŒla was successful within a few years
in promoting a more radical change of the educational system, affecting
programs and methodology to a much greater extent than the FityŒn-
ruled schools. The explosion of >IzŒla-administered schools during the
eighties hindered the further expansion of FityŒn, already undermined
by internal fractions: the hold of the traditional malams over the
educational transition quickly faded in most areas of the North.

The Radio Kaduna affair
Qur’an, knowledge and communication techniques
The radio as a medium of communication had not started spreading
significantly in Nigeria until about two decades before the airing of Abu
Bakr Gumi’s tafsir. In the 1950s, as far as the radio was concerned, the
main anxiety of most Nigerian >ulamŒ< was to discuss the permissibility
itself of broadcasting God’s Word through the new medium. A certain
amount of perplexity regarding this ‘innovation’ was understandable.
Probably, the distrust did not derive from a global stigmatisation of the
radio as a means of communication in itself, but from the effect that
radio broadcasting might have upon the traditional attitude towards the
Qur’an’s recitation. The recitation would easily mix with profane sounds
or one would happen to listen involuntarily to the Qur’an while
performing ritually impure acts. The main concern of the >ulamŒ< was
probably to preserve the Qur’an’s purity rather than to increase its
circulation. A global attitude of prudence towards the public sphere as
such, fashioned upon a branch of the set of norms which classical
Muslim scholarship would usually refer to collectively as adab (‘good
manners’), was not foreign to these fears.14  The perplexities were partially
settled within the scholarly milieus only after Ibrahim Nyass, solicited

1 4
When Gumi emerged thanks to a more unscrupulous attitude towards the
public sphere as a whole, the first thing he was reproached for by the
traditional >ulamŒ< was his ‘lack of adab’.
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by his Nigerian followers, devoted a small treatise to present the
arguments for the permissibility of broadcasting the Qur’an according
to Islamic fiqh.15

In the early 1960s, during the first wave of public tafs¥r in the streets
of Kano’s birni, Qur’an exegesis was also broadcast for the first time on
radio. The initiative came from a regional station, the KSMC (Kaduna
State Media Corporation; formerly NBC: Nigerian Broadcasting
Corporation). The KSMC aired, for some time, scattered sessions of the
Hausa and Fulfulde translations of the Tafs¥r al-JalŒlayn performed by
Malam Tijani Uthman (Tijaniyya) and Malam Nasiru Kabara (Qadiriyya)
from Kano; Modibbo Jaylani (Tijaniyya) from Yola; and Malam Baba
(Qadiriyya) from Sokoto.16  Parallel to the radio broadcasting, tape
recorded tafs¥rs also started circulating in Kano during the very same
years.17

The radio arena at the beginning promoted the diffusion of
‘traditional’ genres of exegesis, which were based on the scholarly
translation in Hausa of a classical tafs¥r (the JalŒlayn) with one of its
supra-commentaries (JamŒl or SŒw¥)18 . The radio was used more or less
as an extension of the loudspeaker that Tijani Uthman had introduced in
his performance, to boost the process of popularization of traditional
religious scholarship.

Gumi’s tafs¥r, on the contrary, was envisaged mainly as a reaction to
these scholarly tenets. His radio tafs¥r stimulated and overlapped with a

1 5
Ibrahim Nyass, Al-Hujja al-baligha fi kawn idhŒ’at al Qur’Œn bil-rŒdiyu
sŒ’igha (Okene: n.p., n.d.). The main argument purported by this book is
that a bid>a (innovation) may also be commendable according to fiqh, and
that the radio broadcasting would allow more people to be acquainted with
God’s Word.

1 6
Ahmad ‘Uthman Girei (FRCN Kaduna), interview (Aug. 2005).

1 7
Louis Brenner and Murray Last, ‘The Role of Language in West African
Islam’, Africa (London), 55, 4, p. 440.

1 8
SulaymŒn al-JamŒl al-‘Ujayl¥, al-FutuhŒt al-ilŒhiyya bi-tawè¥ú tafs¥r al-
JalŒlayn lil-daqŒ’iq al-khafiyya (Beirut, 1996/1416); Ahmad al-SŒwi,
HŒshiya ‘ala al-JalŒlayn (Beirut, 1995/1415).
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wider change in the popular attitudes towards the traditional structures
of malamic religious culture. Notwithstanding the Fayda Tijaniyya
popularization efforts, Muslim scholars were still identified with the zaure
(vestibule of private households) as the quasi-exclusive site destined to
the (limited) circulation of religious knowledge. Malaman zaure
(vestibule’s scholars) is still widely used today as a synonym for
‘traditional scholars’. This expression usually takes on a negative
connotation when used by the sympathizers of reformism. Zaure is used
in this case as a symbol of backwardness and narrow-mindedness as
reflected by the smallness of the dwelling. The advocates of the
traditional teaching methods, on the contrary, would lay emphasis on
the fact that in zaure ‘books are studied and commented from beginning
to the end, and not just quoted as in modern schools or universities’,
thus emphasising deepness and quality of the study offered under the
tutorship of a malam, rather than quantity. In the tafs¥r of Gumi and,
later, of some of his followers/disciples, malaman zaure is often used
with a pejorative meaning. Even more frequently, malaman tsubbu
(‘masters of witchcraft’) and mugwayen malamai (‘evil masters’) are
used by Gumi to gloss most of the Qur’anic occurrences of the term
shayatin (‘demons’), and always imply a hint at the malams of the Sufi
‹ar¥qas.19

The criticisms directed at the traditional malams as a collective group
embodying the backwardness of Northern Nigerian religious culture recur
with particular insistence. The radio was particularly effective in allowing
this discourse to spread and find an audience.

1 9
This is one of the most characteristic conventional allusions to be found in
Gumi’s style of preaching. See for instance his commentary to the first
verses of S´rat al-Baqara (Qur. II: 1-5), in the tape: Sh. Abu Bakr Mahmud
Gumi, Al-Baqara No. 1. It is a frequent case also in the tafs¥r of some of the
new generation of Wahhabi exegetes (Ja‘far Mahmud Adam and Dr. Ibrahim
Datti Ahmad).
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One of the recurrent themes which were discussed in the Radio
Kaduna tafs¥rs, which is connected not only to Sufism as such, but also
to the polemics concerning education, is the one about the admissibility,
the definition and the hierarchical arrangement of exoteric (½ahir) and
esoteric  (bŒ‹in) knowledge. The tension between levels of knowledge
may not have been unconnected with the overall effect the radio
eventually had upon the existing boundaries which hitherto delimited
the circulation of sacred knowledge. A conspicuous innovation promoted
by the radio was, for instance, that it addressed at the same time, unlike
most traditional channels of communication, a potentially universal
audience. The style of the tafs¥rs which were broadcasted by Radio
Kaduna was deeply affected by this change. This accounts both for
their fascination (for they provide a surprisingly rich overview of the
themes, notions, registers of Nigerian Muslim scholarship), as well as
for their consequences in terms of exegetical conflict. The radio
broadcasting of tafs¥r was having a transforming effect upon the
pyramidal organisation which had hitherto regulated the process of
access to knowledge. Earlier, the different levels of religious knowledge
were approached in a hierarchical mode whereby the nature of the
audience determined the nature of the discourse. Now, these levels were
mixed more freely in the flood of words gushing out from the media.

The tafs¥r of Abu Bakr Mahmoud Gumi
Abu Bakr Gumi started performing occasional tafs¥r sessions for his
classmates at a young age, whilst still a student at the Kano Law School
in the early 1950s. Later on, starting from the very early 1960s and related
to his growing role as the major brain behind the religious policy of
Sir Ahmadu Bello, then Premier of Northern Nigeria, he started performing
a regular Ramadan tafs¥r, which rapidly took on a prominent public
relevance. In 1962, the tafs¥r session was relocated to the newly built
Sultan Bello Friday Mosque in Kaduna. This location was particularly
significant from a strategic point of view, as it was adjacent to the
residence of the Northern Premier and was attended mainly by
government officials, members of the new political bourgeoisie, and
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modern educated employees based in the main Northern administrative
centre.20

The interest in broadcasting Gumi’s tafs¥r originated for the first
time around those very early years. According to the author’s account
in his autobiography, the initiative was advised by a minister in the
Federal Government, Alhaji Ibrahim Imam Borno, who, after listening for
the first time to a session of Gumi’s tafs¥r at Sultan Bello Mosque and
‘thinking that he had never listened to anything like that’, requested the
Premier to ‘allow the tafs¥r to be aired on the radio stations for the
benefit of all.’21   Gumi added also that, when the Premier personally
mentioned this idea to him, he immediately declined, conscious as he
was that his interpretations were directed against ‘the Malams’:

“In principle I did not object against it, except that I feared
it could be counter-productive. I was aware that my
interpretation of the Holy Qur’an and other laws differed
significantly from that of most other Malams.
[...] I did not want to confuse things further by preaching
to an unprepared audience. I, therefore, requested the
Sardauna not to allow it, until we had a better situation.
I also feared that his opponents could exploit the situation
against him by accusing him of using me to disgrace the
Malams. This was why the radio stations did not begin to
transmit my preachings from that time”. 22

Generally speaking, the Sardauna supported Gumi’s reformism. At the
same time, he was probably worried by the potential split that his trenchant
preaching against the Sufi ‹ar¥qas could bring about in the Northern
society. On the basis of this consideration, one could also argue that
the decision to postpone the radio diffusion of Gumi’s tafs¥r may have
been also the Sardauna’s own.

2 0
‘I was happy with the mosque especially because it enabled me to talk
directly to those in authority. My aim was to catch the top, as it were, as
the first step towards checking the general ills in the society’, Ismaila Tsiga
and Abu Bakr Gumi, Where I Stand, (Ibadan: Spectrum, 1992), p. 130.
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Ibid.
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Ibid., pp. 130-31.
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As a matter of fact, the project was to be realised only later, soon after
Bello’s assassination during the 1966 coup. The idea was proposed again
to Gumi by one of his former teachers who worked for a local Kaduna
radio (NBC). Thereafter, in the Ramadan of 1967, Gumi’s tafs¥r was
effectively broadcast for the first time. It immediately attracted the attention
of bigger radio stations, and Radio Television Kaduna, the main State-run
station, requested broadcasting permission. The tafs¥r, still performed in
the evening at the usual location of Sultan Bello Mosque, was recorded
by a recording crew and then broadcast the day after.

While discussing the different stages of his tafs¥r in his autobiography,
Gumi emphasises the changing relation with the audience in the use of
the new medium that eventually affected his style. The main outcome, for
him, was that he felt compelled to provisionally soften the anti-‹ar¥qa
tones of his comments. In the first phase, thus, the immediate effect
brought about by the mediatisation of religious knowledge upon the
existing levels of discourse was to make them more standardized, rather
than more controversial.

“When I addressed only my immediate audience in the
mosque, I could say my understanding freely without fear.
The people would sit right in front of me, and anyone of
them who wanted further explanation could ask me. I did
not mind discussing every point again until it was fully
understood. Similarly, should anyone disagree with my inter-
pretation of the verses, he was free to challenge me
immediately.
Once my readings were being broadcast to the entire region,
however, I lost this privilege. My audience were now no
more within my reach. [...]
I, therefore, had to be careful that what I said did not
radically contradict their existing knowledge”.23

The two processes, standardization and raising controversy, were not
necessarily at odds. Once a new style of religious discourse was shaped,
centred on the definition of ‘what is Islamic’, Gumi was able to pick up the
controversial themes by shifting to the review of behaviours and beliefs

2 3
Ibid., pp. 131-32.
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which were excluded by the purported definition. Thus, after a first
cautious cycle of readings that enabled him to win over a devoted
audience, Gumi graduated to a progression of attacks on the doctrines
of the ‹ar¥qas, that reached their peak around 1975.

The substance of Gumi’s attacks was not original. They originated
from a combination of a WahhŒb¥-inspired theological stance censuring
both the popular manifestations of religious devotions and the
metaphysical notions circulating in the mystic scholarly milieus, and a
broader attitude of suspicion towards classical Islamic thought mediated
by salafi ideas.

The essential themes which provided the theoretical support of
Gumi’s understanding of the Qur’an emerge from the oral tafs¥r, as well
as from the frequent interruptions by Christians deciding to accept Islam
at the hands of the author. Such occasions gave the author an
opportunity to synthesize his vision of Islam in two or three points, viz.,
that Islam ought to be seen essentially as a rational religion, or as a
closed system cantered around a coherent normative code designed to
regulate social life. All forms of Revelation (waúy) are definitely closed
after the death of the Prophet, and on this ground the Sufi saints’ claims
to divine gnosis should be dismissed. Conversion was envisaged mainly
as ‘abandoning one’s inherited customs’ (al’adun gargajiya) to enter
the ‘Islamic system’ (tsari na Musulunci) and participate in ‘the
edification of a new society’ (gina sabon tsarin jama’a). Consequently,
adherents to the ‹ar¥qas are invited to re-convert by abandoning the
‘inherited customs’ which allegedly gained access into Islam under the
cover of Sufism.

The explicit sources of Gumi’s tafs¥r, if one is to estimate from his
written commentary of the Qur’an in Arabic (Radd al-adhhŒn) and from
the oral quotations in his tapes, are rather scanty: a couple of standard
classical works such as Suy´‹¥ and Maúall¥’s JalŒlayn (with which,
however, he often disagrees) and the Tafs¥r by Ibn Kath¥r, along with
Sayyid Qutb’s F¥ üilŒl al-Qur’Œn are used.24

2 4
On Abu Bakr Gumi’s sources in the field of tafs¥r, and on his position
towards the Jalalayn, see: Andrea Brigaglia, ‘Two recent Hausa translations
of the Qur’an and their doctrinal background’, Journal of Religion in Africa,
35, 4, 2005, pp. 424-449.
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The reformist inputs are perceptible in the performance, but reformist
quotes themselves are not as frequent. The primary concern of the
performance is about simplifying, clarifying and mobilizing, rather than
delving into theological details.

At any rate, the appeal of Gumi’s tafs¥r was not due primarily to its
content, or upon the scholarly background emerging from its sources.
Its success, rather, was based on some distinctive stylistic features of
the oral performance.

The performance is constructed upon a very plain underlying
structure based on a close adherence to the Radd al-adhhŒn, Gumi’s
own Arabic text of tafs¥r. After the Qur’anic reciter has chanted a particular
verse, Gumi usually reads the Arabic text of the Radd, which is based,
on its turn, on the JalŒlayn with some significant amendments. The
Arabic text is then translated into Hausa. The final effect is a bit
fragmentary due to the presence of a redundant Arabic text other than
the Qur’an, interrupting the Hausa oral performance. At the same time,
the large quantity of Arabic quotations probably contributed to give the
performance an additional appeal, and a chrism of sound scholarship
impressing those who had no thorough knowledge of Arabic. Here we
find one interesting paradox: while promoting an overall de-sacralization
of Arabic, which is approached more as ‘the language of the Arabs’ than
as ‘the language of God’s revelation’, the appeal of reformist knowledge
is also dependent, at least at the beginning, on the permanence of the
traditional chrism of Arabic as a language of restricted access.

Over this underlying structure, frequent free digressions constitute
the ‘high pitches’ which give sense to the overall performance, by
allowing Gumi to articulate his criticism of Sufism. Notwithstanding a
light stammering and the frequent intercalary phrase ‘kun gane?’ (‘you
got it?’), his digressions had a very strong rhetorical effect, irony being
the favourite device used to highlight (by a witty remark, a short pause
of silence followed by a laughter, or a voluntarily overstressed ‘kun
gane?’) that the audience was in the presence of a critical comment
directed at the ‹ar¥qas. The audience in attendance at the mosque –
which still constituted the public Gumi interacted with during the
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performance, notwithstanding the additional radio broadcasting - was
patiently led step by step to the point where Gumi’s observation were
aiming, and then it expressed, through a liberating, collective exclamation
(Allahu Akbar!), to have finally understood the allusion. This may also
have helped the audience at home follow the internal logic of the
digressions and to catch the global rhythm of the performance.

Generally speaking, Gumi’s oral tafs¥r performs an outstandingly
intense interaction with the audience. The spectators in the mosque
were encouraged to interrupt him frequently to pose questions in order
to define the specific application of general Qur’an injunction according
to the author’s understanding. The audience at home did not interact
directly, but was no doubt impressed by the dynamism communicated
by the oral interaction taking place at the mosque. Often, this interaction
was based on bursts of sarcastic laughter at Gumi’s innuendos to
‘superstitious’ practices, and to the Nigerian malamic class. This
contributed, on one side, to strong opposition in a sector of the audience,
who described the ‘Yan >IzŒla as a crowd of youth ‘fooling around’ with
religion.

To his affectionate listeners, on the other side, the closeness of
Gumi to his audience was further proof of his simplicity, and the comic/
relational aspect of the performance came to be considered a mark of his
authenticity and sincerity.

A more recent and popular Kano scholar refers to the listening of
Abu Bakr Gumi’s radio tafs¥r as his first informal training in the discipline.
He points to the dialogic nature of the performances, as well as to Gumi’s
partially modern formation and to his sensitivity towards practical rather
than theoretical matter, as the main factors accounting for the fascination
that this radio programme had upon him while he was in his teens, and
for his growing disenchantment with ‘traditional’ tafs¥r styles:

He had a great oratorical ability (fasaha wajen magana),
and he was able to adapt to everybody, the learned one as
well as the ignorant, so that everybody would understand
him. This is the first reason which distinguished him from
the other >ulamŒ<. [...] Again, it must be stressed that he

2 5
‘Modern’, ‘Western’ culture or education. From the English book.
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had also made modern boko 25  studies: this enabled him to
synthesize his religious knowledge with his boko
knowledge, so that his discourses would adapt to modern
mentality. On the contrary, those who did not have this
kind of approach, when they would interpret the Qur’an, it
would sound as if they were just telling stories: ‘such thing
happened in Mecca...’, ‘such thing happened in Medina in
the year such and such...’, etc.: as if the Qur’an was
addressed to people who are dead since a thousand years
and more...as if it had nothing to do with the audience’s
lives!26

The questions posed by the audience in attendance was another
opportunity for Abu Bakr Gumi to develop the digressions against the
‹ar¥qas which would eventually make his tafs¥r legendary. The tenor of
his attacks increased dramatically in the second half of the 1970s, turning
progressively into clear-cut pronouncements of takf ¥r (excom-
munication). It is not clear if this progression was dictated by a
spontaneous crescendo of self-confidence stimulated by the success of
the transmission and the feedback it stimulated, or the enactment of a
scheduled programme he had outlined at its inception.

Extant tapes of Gumi’s tafs¥r dating back to those years transmit a
strong feeling of the emotional tension provoked by the author’s
statements. For example, the recording of Gumi’s comment relating to
Qur’an II: 221, which deals with the prohibition of a Muslim man to
marry a polytheist woman, is impressive. In this performance, the author
launched one of his most explicit excommunication of the followers of
the ‹ar¥qas, by stating that the verse applied to the female followers of
the Sufi ‹ar¥qas as well (‘yar darika). While a ‘Muslim’ (i.e.: one of his
followers) was allowed to marry a Christian or Jewish woman, he should
not marry a follower of a ‹ar¥qa27 . This statement brings about a high
level of anxiety amongst the extant audience, expressed through a burst

2 6
Ja‘far Mahmud Adam, interview (Kano 9.9.2002). Linked to the
international network of the London-based NGO al-Muntada and an
outspoken critic of Federal and State governments, Malam Ja’far has been
assassinated in mysterious circumstances in the mosque of Dorayi, Kano,
on May 13th, 2007.

2 7
Shaykh Abu Bakr Mahmud Gumi, Tafs¥r S´rat al-Baqara No. 11 (tape
recording).
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of questions overwhelming Gumi’s own voice, and an unusual
background of hums which accompanies the whole recording.

It should still be considered that, during those years, most of the
Northern Nigerian population was either actively affiliated or linked by
a loose client relationship, with the Qadiriyya or the Tijaniyya Sufi order.
Excommunicating members of the ‹ar¥qas entailed a comprehensive
rejection of the religious make-up of the society, which would seriously
affect not only the political landscape, but also the very lives of ordinary
Nigerian Muslims and their social relations at a daily level. The questions
that the audience nervously posed to Gumi during this session were
aimed at exploring all the possible normative and practical, everyday
consequences which the rigid equation established by that interpretation
between ‹ar¥qas and shirk would bring about. What if the woman one is
going to marry is not practising the ‹ar¥qa but her father does? And
what if, although not practising it personally, she supports her father
who does? What if the contract of marriage between a boy and a ‘yar
darika is stipulated before both have reached puberty? The ability of
Gumi, in this context, was to direct, control, excite and then soothe here
and there the feelings of the audience in relation to such extremely
sensitive subjects.

Gumi’s talent in raising and administering popular emotions must be
taken as another of the reasons accounting for his success as an oral
exegete. By and large, he was successful in presenting his reformist
rhetoric within the context of a political project for a clear-cut and
mobilizing Muslim identity. In a time of tremendous social change (oil
boom, urban growth, oil crisis) Gumi was also able to perceive an
indistinct energy coming from the basis of society, administer it, and
transform it into an ‘anti-Sufi’ drive. Growing sectors of urban youths,
agitated by the need for a thorough change in cultural orientation, found
in >IzŒla and in Islamic activism a name and a shape to their perceived
needs.

The rapid progression of ‘anti-Sufi’ attacks which characterized
Gumi’s tafs¥r during the 1970s may not have been entirely planned. Malam
Sanusi Gumbi, who is one of the closest disciples of Gumi’s (and who
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used to sit at his left side during the tafs¥r), observes that in many
occurrences it was actually the first circle of audience surrounding Gumi
at the mosque (made up by his students who would later develop into
the second generation leadership of >IzŒla), who through their questions
provoked the author and pushed him to transform his allusions into
explicit (and explosive) pronouncements.28  Here lies another paradox of
Gumi’s tafs¥r in its performing aspects: though it was intended, amongst
other things, to promote a ‘rationalized’ religious mode, it functioned
essentially as a strongly emotional performance.

Towards an anti-Gumi tafs¥r
Parallel to the growing anti-‹ar¥qa wave inspired by Gumi’s tafs¥r,
reactions started to grow amongst the ranks of the Sufi ‹ar¥qas. They
realized, probably already in the early 70s, that the radio was giving
Gumi the opportunity to overtake the popularity of other scholars, while
a serious erosion of the ‹ar¥qas’ influence was taking place at the same
time as a result of social and economic change. Although several Sufi
scholars had occasionally been involved in radio programmes, as
mentioned above, no proper strategy in the media directly designed to
counteract and balance Gumi’s influence can be recorded before the
second half of the 1970s.

Following the explosive pronouncements of Gumi’s statement, as
the categorical takf¥r of those who recited a specific prayer on the
Prophet (êalŒt al-Fatiú), popular especially amongst the followers of
the Tijaniyya29 , some young sectors of the ‹ar¥qa leadership decided to
organize a protest. The protest was organized by the youths of FityŒn
and by a loose network of Kaduna based ‘modern-oriented’ Tijani
scholars united under the denominations Dakarun Dan Fodio (‘the
soldiers of Dan Fodio’), and Jama‘atu Ahlis-Sunna. Protesters first called
the Radio and the Government, without success, to put an end to Gumi’s
programme, claiming it was destined to trigger a social crisis. Some days
later (5th April 1977), the same organisations released a long open letter
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Sanusi Gumbi, interview (Kaduna, Aug. 2005).

2 9
This statement, which will be recorded as one of the most controversial by
Gumi, was pronounced during a public sermon on March 11th, 1977.
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addressed to Abu Bakr Gumi and entitled Hakika nasiha ita ce addini
(‘Verily, Religion is but right counselling’30 ), that invited him to a public
meeting to respond to 41 charges against him.31  Amongst other things,
this open letter accused Gumi of using the radio as his own private
property; of using his tafs¥r to spread doubt and enmity amongst
Muslims; of humiliating Christians and instigating religious hatred; of
perverting the meaning of Qur’anic verses without giving sufficient
evidence supporting his interpretation; of conducting an exegesis which
was filled with ‘errors, lies, deviations, ignorance’, based on the doctrine
of ‘outright Wahhabism’ (ainihin wahhabanci). Gumi refused to take
part in the public meeting. But the charged climate and the intervention
of some sectors of the Federal Government was sufficient to induce the
Radio to host another transmission where an exegete appointed by the
Sufi ‹ar¥qas would hold another tafs¥r side by side with Gumi’s.32

The tafs¥r of Umar Sanda Idris
In some ways, Gumi’s approach to the media had succeeded in
stimulating an overall change in the attitude of the >ulamŒ< towards the
public sphere. Accordingly, a tentative attempt was made among the
Tijani ranks to find a figure who would not only rebut Gumi from the
doctrinal point of view, but also represent the public prototype of a
‘Sufi’ scholar. The choice initially fell upon a Kaduna-based scholar of
the Tijaniyya, Shaykh Umar Sanda Idris (1929-2004). It was the vice-
President himself who apparently suggested his name.33

3 0
From a Prophetic úad¥th, “inna d-din huwa n-na§¥úa”.

3 1
This episode is quoted also by Roman Loimeier (‘Islamic Reform and Political
Change’, p. 298), and by Muhammad S. Umar (‘Changing Islamic Identities’,
pp. 166-67). The latter also interprets Gumi’s decision to found >IzŒla as a
move to counteract the activities of the Dakarun Dan Fodio.
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Shehu Musa ‘Yar Adua, then vice-President, was apparently backing the
‹ar¥qa side. He directly intervened to put pressure on the executive producers
of the radio station - who were linked to local political elites and supported
Gumi – to accept the airing of another tafs¥r.
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Interview with Shaykh Umaru Sanda (Kaduna, 1.9.2002).
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Umar Sanda was born in the heart of Zaria city in a scholarly family
close to the Fulani establishment of the Zaria Emirate.34  He had a
markedly reserved temperament and, notwithstanding the official role of
his family, always maintained an aloofness from public affairs. After
having quickly completed the traditional religious curricula under the
tutorage of his father and other prestigious local malams (mainly affiliated
to the Tijaniyya), Umaru Sanda avidly pursued modern education in his
youth. He became a teacher at elementary schools, and, in 1948, entered
the Kano School for Arabic Studies (SAS) together with Gumi (then in
his late twenties) and a number of future leaders of independent Nigeria.
In 1949, on account of his brilliant results the school’s director appointed
him a part-time teacher.35  From 1949 to 1952 he was thus at the same time
a teacher and a colleague to Gumi. Since youth, he had combined a
strong personal commitment to asceticism with a passionate study of
metaphysical Sufism (Ibn >Arab¥ being one of his favourite sources) and
with an interest for modern scientific disciplines (astronomy, physics,
mathematics), mainly cultivated independently by collecting European
books and reviews. This combination would make of Shaykh Umaru
Sanda a particularly original figure in the intellectual Northern Nigerian
landscape of his time.

The choice of Shaykh Umar Sanda for the Radio Kaduna ‘Tijani
tafs¥r’ was probably due to the fact that as one of the few Nigerian Tijani
>ulamŒ< who had already acquired a certain confidence with modern
thought and who had obtained (through the SAS diploma) a formal
certificate in a higher educational institute, he might have seemed the
most suitable to respond to Gumi’s specific criticisms. Himself the fruit
of a mixed, traditional and modern education, Umar Sanda did not expose
himself to the ‘modernist’ criticism of Gumi against the malaman zaure
and their ‘backward’ religious culture. At the same time, Umar Sanda had

3 4
The grandfather of Umar Sanda had served as waziri (main juridical-religious
figure under the authority of the Emir) of the Zaria Emirate as Waziri Yusuf.
The present waziri (Waziri ‘Abd ar-Rahman) is himself a cousin of the late
Shaykh Sanda.
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M. I. S. Abuja, ‘The Contribution of Alhaji Umaru Sanda in the Islamic
Education’ (BA Dissertation, Bayero University Kano, 1984), p. 26.
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also acquired some experience with the media, by contributing
extensively, already from 1967, to newspapers such as Gaskiya ta fi
Kwabo.36  His contributions had become less frequent during the 1970s,
parallel to the boom of Gumi’s popularity and growing political and media
support for the reformist side. Nevertheless, his works were well known,
and before the rise of Gumi he was one of the most renowned and
appreciated modern educated malams.

It is interesting to note, though, that notwithstanding the partially
common educational background he shared with Abu Bakr Gumi, Umar
Sanda is to be considered, from the doctrinal point of view, at the very
extreme opposite of >IzŒla ideology. From this point of view, he was
meant to represent in the media a very radical alternative to Gumi’s
religious approach. Amongst his main doctrinal filiations featured a deep
commitment to the doctrines of Muúyi ad-D¥n Ibn >ArŒbi (d. 1240), one
of the classical Sufi authors Gumi would have condemned in the most
resolute way, and to his most comprehensive work, al-Fut´úŒ‹ al-
Makkiyya 37 .

Shaykh Umar Sanda was invited to perform the tafs¥r at Radio
Kaduna for the first time during the last days of the month of Ramadan
1977. His tafs¥r went on during Ramadan 1978 and 1979 in a fragmentary
way, a fact that he attributed in an interview to the obstructions of the
Gumi-oriented predilections of Radio Kaduna.38  In all, he performed about
23 complete sessions. Of these, only twelve tape-recordings are extant,
together with an incomplete manuscript transcription of his oral tafs¥r
by Isma’ila ‘Abbas Dakace, entitled Imani kafin tafs¥ri (‘Before exegesis,

3 6
His first contributions are a series of articles on the spiritual, normative and
hygienic aspects of the fast of Ramadan, and which appeared in Gaskiya
between September and December 1967.

3 7
Quotations from the Fut´úa‹ and from works of Ibn >Arab¥’s disciples such
as >Abd al-Kar¥m al-J¥l¥ are frequent both in his oral tafs¥r and in his early
articles.

3 8
Interview, Kaduna, September 1, 2002. This accusation (allegedly, fake
technical breakdowns stopped many of Umar Sanda’s sessions) is not
unrealistic, as Gumi’s radio programme was actually part of a broader design
to promote reformism through the media, and the presence of an alternative
point of view had been accepted only after the pressure of federal authorities.
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a pure faith’). Notwithstanding the limited number of his performances
actually transmitted by radio, Umar Sanda left his trace in the history of
Nigerian contemporary tafs¥r. His exegesis was characterized by a marked
esoteric imprint, and by the astronomic and biological digressions which
enriched it, and which seem to have been particularly appreciated by the
listeners39 .

Unlike Gumi’s case, it is difficult to compile an inventory of the
numerous sources cited by Sanda. A rough list, based on my listening of
the dozen of tapes he dedicated to the tafs¥r of the Fatiúa, would include
at least 27 classical works ranging from tafs¥r to úad¥th, and from
hagiology to metaphysics. Sanda’s tafs¥r was known first and foremost
for its unusual duration and complexity. Just as Gumi was placing
emphasis on simplifying and abridging religious knowledge, Umar Sanda
purportedly reminded the audience, during his tafs¥r, of the risks inherent
in a ‘concise exegesis’, and invited them to rely on ‘the orthodox books
comprising ten, twenty, thirty volumes – Tafs¥r of the Glorious Qur’an’.
During the years of his performance at Radio Kaduna, he could only
complete the commentary of the Fatiúa’s seven verses, which usually
takes Nigerian authors, in the samples I have collected, a time ranging
from 20 minutes (Gumi’s) to a couple of hours. Many sections of this
tafs¥r are devoted to the refutation of Gumi’s doctrines regarding
Sainthood, Revelation, and the status of the Prophet. This notwith-
standing, the overall tone is rather cool, as a sort of oral rendition of a
scholarly theological treatise.

The sources are soundly classical, and the content is, by and large,
a passionate defence of traditional Muslim scholarship as a whole. This
notwithstanding, the style of Shaykh Umar Sanda’s tafs¥r is also very
‘modern’ in some sense. First of all, unlike most Nigerian commentators,
Sanda builds his tafs¥r upon a very intricate thematic structure. Themes
and sub-themes swiftly pursue each other in a vivid progression. The
performance probably looses much of the rhythmic appeal of most
Nigerian oral tafs¥r (as the usual interaction between a Qur’anic reciter
and the commentator is here almost non-existent, for the commentator is
talking along the whole performance). But this approach grants the author

3 9
Conversations with Tijani audiences (Kano and Kaduna, 2002).
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a greater freedom of movement: his work eventually looks more like a
kind of oral dissertation or lecture than an exegesis stricto sensu.

The main themes addressed by Umar Sanda may be outlined as
follows. First is a long section devoted to a detailed commentary of the
Isti>Œdha (the formula ‘I seek refuge unto God, from Satan, the cursed
one’), which takes several of the extant tapes.40  Here, a detailed
discussion is offered of the Muslim views concerning the condition of
man after the Fall, whereby worldly life is seen as a stage designed for
the purification of the Self, and religious rituals are meant primarily to
allow spiritual elevation to bring man back to his primordial status. All
these elements allow the author to introduce the defence of Sufism as a
comprehensive interior approach to Islamic worship. Then follows a
long discussion, maybe one of the most captivating sections of this oral
tafs¥r, where the epistemological foundations of Sufism are addressed.
The Qur’anic occurrences of the word waúy (‘revelation’) are examined,
together with its meanings and its different categories, and a resolute
rejoinder is given to Gumi’s negation of Sainthood (wilŒya) and inner
access to knowledge (ma>rifa). By quoting all the Qur’anic and prophetic
occurrences where the term waúy appears, he lists their referents: pious
men and women (Moses’ mother; the Apostles; Jesus’ mother), animals
(bees), and inanimate objects (mountains). In this way, he constructs a
discourse ranging freely through notions of natural sciences and
hagiographical anecdotes, and offers a comprehensive view of the
relations between God and the cosmos. These are envisaged as presided
by a process of ‘perpetual revelation’ involving the angelic, human,
animal and vegetable kingdoms. Eventually, this process is highlighted
as the theoretical basis for defending the notion of the saints’
inspiration.41

4 0
Original tapes bear all the title Tafs¥r Sheikh Umaru Sanda. Based on my
personal listening, and on a tentative essay of establishing a chronological
and logical order, I have marked them with letters. The Isti>Œdha is treated
at length in the tapes A and B. The discourse is then resumed on other
tapes. The order is very tentative, as many of the recordings are lost even to
their author, and as he used to continuously merge several discourses and
resume previous interpretations without a clear chronological order.

4 1
Tapes C, D and H.
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The discourse about Revelation merges with the commentary of the
Basmala (the introductory formula: ‘In the Name of God, the Merciful,
the Compassionate’), based on an esoteric interpretation of its first letter
(the ba), which sounds as follows: b¥ kŒna mŒ kŒna wa-b¥ yak´nu mŒ
yak´nu, fa-wuj´d al-‘Œlam b¥, wa-laysa lil-‘Œlam wuj´d haq¥qiyy illŒ
bil-ism wa-l-majŒz (‘within Me was all that was, and within Me will be
whatever will be; the true being of the world is within Me, and the world
has not a real existence, except in a nominal and metaphorical way’)42 .

A long and passionate defence of the Tijani views concerning the
êalat al-Fatiú is then used by the author to explore a third dimension of
Sufism: ‹ar¥qa as a devotional praxis based on the love for the Prophet.
Other sections are devoted to explaining the methodological foundation
of a long and extensive tafs¥r, its historical antecedents from the time of
>Ali ibn Ab¥ $Œlib, and its grounding in a theory of the polysemous
nature of the Qur’anic verses. Eventually, the ‘straight path’ (al-§irat
al-mustaq¥m) is identified as the whole, variegated intellectual and
spiritual legacy of classical Islam, intended in an extremely broad sense
as composed by ‘the 333 Sufi $uruq, and the 313 orthodox schools of
Law.’43

The defence of Sunnism as a coherent though multifaceted whole is
a recurrent and nodal theme of this tafs¥r. In contrast to Gumi, whose
‘restoration’ of the Sunna would necessarily imply amending much of
the classical Islamic thought and practices considered as spurious, Sanda
seems to uphold a rather inclusive notion of Sunna, based on the idea of
substantial continuity in the Islamic tradition, which includes a number
of legitimate schools and trends to be clearly distinguished from spurious
sects.

4 2
Tape D. Reference to this interpretation as an overall metaphysical synthesis
of the Basmala can be found also in Malam Tijani Uthman’s and Shaykh
Ibrahim Nyass’ tafs¥rs.

4 3
Tape H. The author seems to allude to the fact that before the fixing of
Sunni orthodoxy into four madhŒhib, a wider range of opinions coming
from authoritative scholars, or transmitted from the Prophet through
different chains was accepted as ‘orthodox’.
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Various accounts (both from his followers and from his opponents)
suggest that Shaykh Umar Sanda’s tafs¥r, though appreciated for its
erudition, was not considered suitable for the radio medium, because it
was too extensive and too complex for the ordinary listeners. They
complained that they did not understand much of it.44  At the same time,
his role was rendered even more difficult by the obstruction apparently
instigated by the Radio staff. 45

The ‘first round’ of the public exegetical duel had shown that the
‹ar¥qas, though still at the forefront of scholarly production, were not
ready to compete in the field of mass communication. Accordingly, some
sectors of FityŒn tried to provide a new arrangement to the radio contest.
The transition to a new radio exegete was very troubled, as it occurred
during one of the most critical phases of the Nigerian Tijaniyya’s history,
troubled by the crisis of leadership following Shaykh Ibrahim Nyass’
death in 1975 and the emergence of competing networks like the >IzŒla.

4 4
All the people I have interviewed on this matter have given the same version
of the motives behind the retirement of Shaykh Sanda from the radio contest,
both from the Tijani side (Tahir Bauchi, Bashir Buhari), and from the
reformists (Sanusi Gumbi and the radio Kaduna personnel). Sanusi Gumbi,
as one of Gumi’s main pupils, also gave a striking additional account of
Umar Sanda’s retirement: ‘he was performing his tafs¥r as that of a real Sufi,
on purely scholarly grounds and without criticizing others or mentioning
their name in the tafs¥r; that’s why after a while he had to leave that position:
because the people of Kaduna mainly enjoy tafs¥r when it is full of polemics,
quarrelling and mutual accusations’ (interview, Kaduna, August 13, 2005).

4 5
Fellow Tijanis had also criticized him for being too ‘tender’ towards Gumi
and called for a tougher strategy. Actually, Sanda’s tafs¥r contained plenty
of clear-cut rebuttals addressed to Gumi and to his doctrines (see Andrea
Brigaglia, ‘Testo, tradizione e conflitto esegetico’, pp. 311-316). It seems,
though, that at the beginning of Abu Bakr Gumi’s tafs¥r in the late 60s, when
the Nigerian >ulamŒ< started accusing him of being a Wahhabi agent, Sanda
took up his defence for a number of years, on the ground of their past
acquaintance, when both where students at the SAS. The definitive break
between the two dated back to 1971, following one of Gumi’s controversial
articles in the newspaper Gaskiya ta fi kwabo (Tafs¥r Sheikh Umaru Sanda,
tape L).
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The tafs¥r of Tahir Uthman Bauchi
During 1979’s Ramadan, while Umaru Sanda still continued his privately
sponsored tafs¥r, FityŒn decided to sponsor another space for a second
Kaduna Tijani malam, Zubayr Sirajo, to perform another broadcasted
tafs¥r on the same radio station. After a few days, the latter had to leave
for Mecca to perform the >umra (pious visit to the holy places), and
appointed one Malam Mahmud Umar to provisionally keep his tafsir.
Seemingly, the latter received a better response amongst the public.46

When Malam Zubayr came back from the >umra, a chaotic situation
developed when they both insisted on continuing their lectures. As a
consequence, in the Ramadan of a burning 1979, with the attacks of
>IzŒla militants against Tijani and Qadiri followers spreading in some
Northern areas, the Tijaniyya was additionally troubled by the
simultaneous presence of three different exegetes on the air-waves (Umar
Sanda, Zubayr Sirajo and Mahmud Umar). This situation also revealed
FityŒn’s failure to manage the affair successfully. It was again thanks to
the initiative of ‘government officials’ based in Lagos47  that a solution
was found for the following year, and the position of the ‘anti-Gumi’
exegete was handed down to an emerging scholar and exegete from
Bauchi State, Tahir Uthman (popularly known as Shehi Dahiru Bauchi),
who relocated to Kaduna thanks to the sponsorship of some Kaduna-
based supporters of the Tijaniyya.

The naming of the new exegete quickly produced a sound consensus
among the previous contenders, especially Shaykh Umar Sanda, who
expressed his unreserved support and retired from the Radio, indicating
Tahir Bauchi as his own official successor. The two have since expressed
mutual friendship and high reciprocal esteem, and at the former’s death
in 2004, the latter was entrusted with officiating the funeral rites.

4 6
Ahmad ‘Uthman Girei (Controller Operations, Library and Studios, FRCN
Kaduna), interview (Aug. 2005, Kaduna).

4 7
Interview with Shaykh Tahir Bauchi (Kano, September 11, 2005).
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FityŒn sectors, on their part, did not renounce a tafs¥r ‘of their own’:
Mahmud Umar therefore kept on performing a tafs¥r at the Kano Road
Friday Mosque (Tijani FityŒn-sponsored tafs¥r), while Tahir Uthman
was located at the Tudun Wada Mosque (Tijani independent tafs¥r).48

Shaykh Tahir Uthman was born in 1929, in the region of Bauchi.
After the classical curriculum of Qur’an studies and higher subjects, he
had started performing tafs¥r in the local mosque at an exceptionally
young age. During the 50s and 60s, he extended his knowledge in the
discipline through his visits to Kaolack (Senegal), where he used to go
during the month of Ramadan to attend, together with a number of other
Nigerian Tijani malams, the tafs¥r of Shaykh Ibrahim Nyass. Tahir Bauchi
owes most of his own scholarly formation to the latter. His dependence
on the Senegalese scholar appears, for instance, with respect to the
sources of the tafs¥r, the Turkish Sufi IsmŒ‘¥l Haqq¥ al-Bursaw¥ (d. 1725)49

featuring as both Bauchi’s and Nyass’ favourite source in the field
alongside the JalŒlayn and SŒw¥.

Endowed with remarkable rhetorical skills, Tahir Bauchi had also
become FityŒn’s chief-preacher (babban mai wa’azi) during the first
half of the 1970s. At the same time, during the wave of popularisation of
Radio tafs¥rs, a local radio of Bauchi State had started transmitting his
commentary for the first time. This transmission quickly became popular,
and during the troubled search for an ‘official’ Tijani exegete to take on
the critical role at Radio Kaduna, he might have appeared quite naturally
as the most suitable person. With his entry, the public exegetical contest
finally found a definitive configuration. His Ramadan tafs¥r has continued
to be transmitted by Radio Kaduna until today, many years after Shaykh
Abu Bakr Gumi’s death in 1992. Shaykh Tahir Bauchi’s tafs¥r has outlived

4 8
In 1994, another crisis occurred between Tahir Bauchi and his following on
the one side, and sectors of FityŒn linked to Isiyaka Rabi‘u on the other
side. On this occasion, Umar Sanda expressed a firm pro-Bauchi position,
by arguing that since both himself and Bauchi (having been prominent
members of FityŒn) had performed their tafs¥r on an individual basis, the
association had no power to remove the scholar.

4 9
îaqqi’s tafs¥r (R´ú al-BayŒn) is a rich commentary that follows the Ibn
>Arab¥ school in matters of metaphysics and cosmology. It also features a
great deal of verses by Persian and Turkish Sufi authors, and long narrations
of the traditional styles reinterpreted symbolically.
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the toughest phases of the ‘polemical era’ of Nigerian public exegesis
(the 80s),50  and it cannot, of course, be reduced to it. On the whole,
however, his success in the early 1980s largely stemmed from his ability
to take over the role of the public ‘anti-Gumi’ exegete by adopting a firm
and uncompromising attitude.51

Again, as in Shaykh Umar Sanda’s case, contesting Gumi meant
also defending the parameters and the substance of traditional
scholarship. The techniques used, however, were quite different. In the
oral tafs¥r Tahir Bauchi, instead of organizing a ‘lecture-like’ defence of
the parameters of classical exegesis, directly displayed on stage a
comprehensive inventory of the different styles of traditional Nigerian
exegesis. His oral texts abounded in symbolic suggestions, indulged in
captivating narrations typical of the traditional mood, and displayed a
colourful rhetorical ability in managing multiple registers, while putting
on stage some rather aggressive devices. Amongst the rhetorical devices
which contributed to his popularity, for instance, was the imitation of
Gumi’s typical nasal voice and Sokoto’s accent while quoting from his
arguments.52

His tafs¥r also contains a standard critique of Wahhabism, depicted
as inconsistent from the theological point of view (on the basis of a
robust defence of the Ash‘ari school), and as a dangerous and divisive
social praxis concerned with the excommunication of other Muslims.
Wahhabism is also portrayed as the fruit of a complot by the West to
undermine Muslim unity by diffusing a divisive ideology whereby
common Muslims start to ‘label as non-Muslims their own parents who
taught them how to pray.’53

5 0
A Hausa version of Bauchi’s tafs¥r is still transmitted today by Radio Kaduna,
while a Lagos-based radio station broadcasts another tafs¥r that is performed
by the same author in Fulfulde.

5 1
M.S. Umar, ‘Changing Islamic Identities’, p. 173.

5 2
An instance of this kind is contained also in a recent tafs¥r, in the tape:
Tafs¥r Shaykh Tahir Bauchi 2001, No. 16.

5 3
From a famous 1984 speech which is still circulating in Nigeria on a tape
entitled, on account of its content which, it is claimed, leads any follower of
>IzŒla who listens to it to cry out of shame, as Shaykh Tahir Bauchi’s tear
gas.
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If we look at the Radio Kaduna affair as a whole, and we consider it
as a setting where some of the cultural tensions running along the
collective body of Northern Nigerian Muslim society were enacted and
personalized, Tahir Bauchi’s success may be given an additional,
appealing explanation. Unlike Shaykh Abu Bakr Gumi and Shaykh Umar
Sanda, who had in common a ‘mixed’ (traditional and modern) educational
background, Shaykh Tahir Bauchi’s education was entirely rooted in
the cultural humus of the traditional allo/ilimi schools network.54  While
the society was rushing towards the acquisition of boko following the
launching of the Universal Primary Education program, Tahir Bauchi
proudly presented himself in the public arena as a non-English speaking
malam. He further portrayed, in his tafs¥r, Abu Bakr Gumi as a dan boko
(a product of modern education), while referring to >IzŒla’s doctrines as
‘addini (religion) new-model’.

Also from the stylistic point of view, his tafs¥r was used to publicly
display Qur’anic expertise of traditional malams. The emphasis of Shaykh
Tahir Bauchi’s discourses about knowledge and Qur’anic education was
in fact placed upon memorization skills. This is generally in line with the
classical parameters of Islamic scholarship, which had valued úif½
(‘preservation’, ‘memorization’ of the Qur’an and other religious books)
as the basic training for a scholar for his personal erudition, along with
its importance as a devotional act. îif½ also assumed a particular
significance in the troubled process of transition towards a modern
pattern of education which, on the whole, de-emphasizes memorization.
As a hint to his own skills, Tahir Bauchi would often  quote in a drumming
rhythm a long series of Qur’anic verses treating the same subject or
featuring one or more of the same words. Sometimes, after listening to
specific words, he would make a short pause and then number all their
occurrences with a particular declination, or following another particular
word, and so forth.

5 4
With the term allo school I refer to the elementary stage of traditional
Qur’anic education, which features the wooden slate (allo) as the only
technical support of the teaching practice. By ilimi (from the Hausa word
for ‘knowledge’), I refer to the advanced stage, where books substitute the
tablet, and the student is encouraged to approach various disciplines under
the guidance of one or more teachers.
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These meticulous annotations, originating from the typical dexterities
of the Nigerian alarammas (knowers of the Qur’an by heart), reinforced
in the audience the confidence in the traditional methods of education,
put under serious threat by Gumi’s attacks on the malamic culture and
by the overall transformation of the educational standards. Some
additional elements of a visual kind also contributed in reinforcing this
impression on the people who were in attendance at the mosque. One of
these is the absence of any book (muqarrar) read as the basis of the
tafs¥r. Most Nigerian commentators usually carry with them the JalŒlayn,
‘Abd Allah Dan Fodio’s ëiyŒ< al-Ta<wil, or the JalŒlayn plus Saw¥’s
supra-commentary, and read or quote from their text before adding
additional comments. Gumi always went with his own Radd al-adhhŒn,
imitated in that by most of his disciples. Sanda, whose tafs¥r was made
of a more assorted set of quotations, did not use a muqarrar but carried
with him a great number of volumes and photocopies. Tahir Bauchi, on
his part, never took with him any written volume, but ostensibly held a
Tijani rosary in his right hand. This is not to mean that the performance
was not based upon any source (marŒji>) of classical literature, but
when he quoted from past authors, he preferred to do so from memory,
thus reinforcing the overall emphasis on the traditional standards of
scholarship based on memorization that his public tafs¥r, by and large,
aimed at conveying. The carbi (rosary) also constitutes a strong symbol
of a contested identity (the Sufi one), and an allusion to the possibility
of access, through the ascetic and devotional practices learnt in the
‹ar¥qa, to non-mediated sources of knowledge (ma>rifa), superior to the
ones guaranteed by the ‘exterior’ disciplines learnt in written books.

Shaykh Tahir Bauchi’s defence of the traditional paradigm of Islamic
knowledge and its esoteric component was a key-aspect of his tafs¥r,
and it is inseparable from the defence of Sufism as a discipline. A densely
symbolic fragment of this tafs¥r may be quoted as an example, which
brings together as a fine synthesis some of the previously mentioned
issues: educational models; the foundations of local scholarship; Sufism;
the classical three-fold levels of religion (islŒm, imŒn, iúsŒn). In this
fragment, Bauchi builds a series of parallels between the three names of
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God mentioned in the last S´ra of the Qur’an (‘the Lord of mankind, the
King of mankind, the God of mankind’, Qur’an CXIV: 1-3), the three
maqŒmŒt (levels) of religion, the three stages of the traditional learning
system, and their material supports (wooden slate, paper leaves, rosary).
In this way, the traditional attitudes and techniques of religious learning
are attached to a deeper sense, embedded in the Qur’an’s own words
and corresponding to a structural threefold configuration of reality. The
first level of religion – Tahir Bauchi suggests - is learned by children on
the wooden slate and leads to elementary, passive Qur’anic learning.
IslŒm (‘submission’) is its fruit, while its corresponding God’s name in
the S´ra is Rabb al-nŒs (Rabb, commonly translated as ‘Lord’, is derived
from the root r-b-b, which conveys the primary meaning of ‘breeding a
child’). Then, at a following stage (the ilimi stage of traditional learning),
the tablet is substituted by leaves of paper,55  and passive rote learning
of the Qur’an by active study of the various religious disciplines in
books. This stage corresponds to adulthood, to strength, and to the
second of God’s names mentioned in the S´ra, Malik an-nŒs (the King
of mankind), malik conveying the idea of power, maturity, and
sovereignty over self and others. Its fruit is ¥mŒn (awareness of the
tenets of faith). Then, concludes the author, a third stage of education
may eventually come when, wisdom being finally obtained, one would
set aside his books with all the formal knowledge they enclose, hold a
carbi (rosary), and dedicate his time to the remembrance of God’s names
and to inner knowledge (ma>rifa). This stage corresponds to the third
name mentioned in the S´ra, IlŒh an-nŒs (‘the God of mankind’, a hint to
God’s Essence). Its fruit is iúsŒn (virtue; perfection), and its science
Sufism.56

5 5
The reference to a ‘slate’ and to ‘leaves’ is to be found in the Qur’an’s self-
description. To a primordial tablet it alludes at LXXXV: 21-22, and to
‘honoured leaves’ set down by noble scribes at LXXX: 11-16. They would
hint at two different stages of the ‘descent’ of the Book, and to two degrees
of the process of cosmogenesis.

5 6
Tafs¥r Shaykh Tahir Bauchi 2001, no. 17.
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Conclusion
The exegetical duel between Shaykh Abu Bakr Gumi’s and Shaykh Tahir
Bauchi’s tafs¥r performance enjoyed a unique success in terms of
audience. Louis Brenner’s reflections on the changing patterns of Islamic
education in contemporary Africa (Brenner 2003) offer a useful key to
account for the significance of the public dichotomy between these two
scholars. This divide, in fact, was perhaps perceived in the Nigerian
arena as the embodiment of a broader confrontation between the
paradigms of Islamic knowledge promoted by the modern boko and
islŒmiyya system (Gumi’s mainly ‘systemic’ knowledge), and the one
promoted by the traditional allo/ilimi schools (Bauchi’s largely
‘symbolic’ knowledge). This duel thus crystallized one of the most
lacerating cultural issues in Northern society at large.

Enacting a cultural and social dilemma was not the only role of the
Radio Kaduna oral exegesis. The actors were also intellectually gifted
individuals, sincerely committed – in one way or the other - to religion
and to learning, and sometimes their oral tafs¥rs did address directly
themes of broad theoretical relevance. However, the radio necessarily
urged them to forge a straightforward and undemanding exegetical style.
Accordingly, it was probably the deliberate choice of the authors to
draw from the popular registers of oral religious literature rather than
from scholarly styles. Gumi’s adherence to the text of his own written
tafs¥r Radd al-adhhŒn has been observed above, but it should be noted
that the Radd developed itself originally from the notes he used for the
oral performance, so it was rooted in oral as much as in written genres.
Moreover, free digressions constituted an essential part of Gumi’s style,
and in these instances his tafs¥r comes close to resembling the popular
style of oral preaching for its moral and normative concern. Bauchi’s, on
his part, is grounded in the study of written exegesis and Sufi theoretical
books, but the author exhibits at the same time a strong inclination
towards the popular style of oral narration and its plot of symbols and
allegories. Shaykh Umar Sanda’s parenthesis at Radio Kaduna was less
functional as an oral performance. It amounted to a notable exception in
this respect, and it may be considered as a first attempt to produce a
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radio alternative to Gumi, at a time when scholarly circles were still trying
to test the new medium.

With respect to their content, one of the tafs¥r’s key subjects - which
denotes how their broader cultural role was to re-negotiate the role of
‘things spiritual’ into religious knowledge - was the discussion around
the concepts of waúy (revelation), ilhŒm (inspired knowledge), and
ma>rifa (inner knowledge). Umar Sanda addressed the subject in an
analytical way by organising a long sequence of Qur’anic quotations
and passages from relevant literature. Tahir Bauchi, on the other hand,
though still keeping this theme at the heart of his tafs¥r, tried to bring it
out synthetically and in an allusive fashion, by merging around it a
series of Qur’anic flashes and suggestive symbols. The role of Tahir
Bauchi’s carbi (rosary) in this respect has already been emphasized
above. The particular significance Tahir Bauchi’s audience attributed to
the rosary as a key to ma>rifa can be illustrated also by an anecdote/
joke/fiction which is revealing of the implications that some sectors of
Nigerian public generally associated with the Gumi vs. Bauchi exegetical
duel. Abu Bakr Gumi – thus narrate Tijani-oriented Nigerians who
participated as spectators to the first events of the Radio Kaduna affair
- was impressed by his first listening of Tahir Bauchi’s tafs¥r on the
radio. Hence, he requested his pupils to attend his adversary’s
performance and inform him of the books that the new malam from Bauchi
was consulting.  Upon a response that he did not have any book, an
unconvinced Gumi requested them to check again whether he was not
hiding anything from the eyes of the public, either under his chair or
among the folds of his extravagantly embroidered cloak. When told that
he only held a Tijani carbi, he exclaimed: ‘then go, seize it away and
bring it to me, that he may be reduced to silence!’

The development of funny stories around the two exegetes, amongst
the two opposing audiences, was favoured by the high degree of public
participation in the transmission, and by the crystallisation of a number
of sensitive issues around a personalised duel. Thus, reformist-oriented
audiences were also, in their turn, retelling incidents and turning them
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into jokes. When, in 1986, Malam Muhammad Mai Kaulasar, the first
Qur’anic reciter (mai jan aya) who was accompanying Shaykh Tahir
Bauchi during the tafs¥r, publicly left his patron and became Shaykh
Gumi’s new collaborator in his Ramadan tafs¥r, this incident provided
both sides the opportunity to elaborate humorous stories to support
their own interpretation of the fact. For Gumi’s supporters Mai Kaulasar
was conquered by the soundness of the reformist doctrines, with whom
he became acquainted, paradoxically, thanks to his patron’s ‘counter-
tafs¥r’.57  For the Tijanis, it was only by offering him a huge amount of
money provided by his wealth foreign supporters, that Gumi had been
able to ‘buy him off’.58

In general, as the duel took on great public relevance, the increasing
role of the audiences, through expressions of support, enjoyment, dislike,
or spontaneous commenting and gossiping about the authors, also
started influencing it to a great extent. The task of maintaining a high
level of polemical tension during a yearly public performance of such
tremendous popularity, constituted a new challenge for the scholars
involved, and contributed in shaping their personal careers as individual
intellectuals in an original fashion. Probably, in the past, it had rarely
been the case for a Nigerian Muslim scholar – usually busy with a regular,
ordinary teaching activity, and with occasional treatise or poetry writing
- to undergo periods of such constant strain, accompanied by the feeling
(enhanced by the universality of the radio audience) that he had always
to exhibit a vigorous public image. Again, scholars such as Umar Sanda,
who were intellectually distinguished but extremely simple and humble
by exterior look and manners, did not adapt to the new space. Much of
the personal charisma of the Radio Kaduna scholars, in fact, actually
depended upon the strategies they employed in a tense polemical context,
and was based on their twofold skill of progressively personalizing the
dispute from one side, and connecting it to universal symbols of broad

5 7
Malam Sanusi Gumbi, interview (Kaduna, Aug. 2005).

5 8
Malam Zakiru Haruna, interview (Kaduna, Aug. 2005).
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theoretical concern from the other side. An example of the first kind is
the event related to the Qur’an reader’s ‘conversion/treachery.’ Here the
personal charisma of one of the two actors (who has ‘lost’ the Qur’an
reader to the adversary), and the moral uprightness of the other (who is
accused of having ‘bought’ him away) are at stake. The second kind is
exemplified by the symbol of the carbi and the issue of inspired
knowledge: here one particular item connected to a contingent choice
(how to present oneself in the public arena) is the avenue for one author
to convey a universal epistemological notion which lies at the heart of
the theological debate. In both cases, the role of living audiences re-
interpreting events in the light of their search for a working Muslim
‘identity’ is maybe as essential as the role of the actors engaged in the
intellectual debate.
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